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ABSTRACT 
Title of Thesis: On Analysis of Small Bore Piping Vibrations
Nitinkumar Shroff, Master of Science in Mechanical Engrg., 1984
Thesis directed by: Dr. Benedict C. Sun
This thesis investigates the natural frequency and vibration
induced stress of small bore power plant piping. Straight piping and
piping with concentrated load, such as a valve, located anywhere along
the span are studied. Four different boundary conditions of fixed-free,
simple-fixed, fixed-fixed and simple-simple are investigated, as any
single span piping may be approximated by one of these boundary
conditions.
The results otained for frequency and stress coefficients in the
case of straight piping are plotted. Plots of frequency factor and
stress ratio for the piping with concentrated load are also presented.
The results obtained for the natural frequencies are compared with
the available literature, and it is observed that they are in good
agreement. In the case of single span piping with concentrated load, the
natural frequency asymptotically approaches that of uniform piping as
the concentrated load approaches zero.
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Vibrations in Piping Systems are cause for concern in many ways.
The foremost among them are resonance and the possibility of fatigue
fracture due to vibration induced stresses. Some of the other
undesirable effects are:
i) flow pulsations
ii) higher heat transfer rates due to increased flow turbulence
iii) damage or leakage at critical joints due to fatigue.
The vibration design of piping can be handled with two aspects:
i) fundamental frequency of the system
ii) vibration induced stress.
The fundamental frequency is very significant because it concerns
the phenomenon of resonance. A state of resonance is imminent when a
mechanical system is excited with a frequency that is very close to the
fundamental frequency of the system. In absence of damping or in cases
of light damping, the system responds to excitation even by the smallest
impulse, with large amplitude of vibration accompanied by large
fluctuating stresses that are likely to cause substantial fatigue damage
and eventually catastrophic failure.
The piping vibrations may be of two types, free vibrations and
forced vibrations. Free vibrations are caused by an impulse which
persists for a very short time. Forced vibrations of the harmonic type
can be caused by inadequately balanced rotary equipment (e.g. pumps).
The vibration induced stress is directly proportional to the
1
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amplitude of vibration. The ratio between the induced amplitude due to a
harmonic forcing input and the static deflection is the 'Dynamic Loading
Factor' or 'Dynamic Magnification Factor' Ill . The vibration induced
stress can be evaluated if this factor is known. Evaluation of the
fatigue life ( in number of cycles to fatigue failure ) follows the
determination of the vibration induced stress.
The piping system is usually a three dimensional configuration.
However, by applying various boundary conditions to single span piping
the whole piping system can be simulated with good approximation.





In addition to uniform span analysis, a single span with
concentrated load, such as a valve, located anywhere along the span is
also studied. The eigen value formulation of the latter is done by the
method prescribed by Prof. Yu Chen [2]. The numerical values to the
equations obtained by analysis are determined making use of
computer-based Numerical Techniques.
In industrial practice, complex vibration problems are analyzed
using available software. However, vibration analysis for small bore
piping (4 inches and under) is frequently done by hand calculations.
denotes references at the end of this thesis
In this thesis an attempt is made to simplify the vibration
analysis of such small bore piping by the use of graphs to immediately
evaluate to an acceptable degree of accuracy the fundamental frequency




GENERAL EQUATION AND SOLUTION 
The equation of motion for a pipe is developed based on the
equation of motion for flexural vibrations of a beam [1]. It is based on
the assumption that plane cross-sections of a pipe remain plane during
the vibrations. Moreover, it is assumed that the materials used in
piping are homogenous and isotropic, the piping spans are of constant
cross-section, and the effects of rotary inertia and shear deformation
are negligible even in cases of spans having a concentrated load. Only
free undamped vibrations are considered.
Fig. 1 Free body diagram of pipe element and coordinate axes 
Consider an element of length 'dx' bounded by the plane faces
perpendicular to the axis and located at 'x' from the left hand support.
For equilibrium, the two conditions that must be satisfied are
i) The summation of shear forces in 'y' direction should be zero




Equations (2) and (4) yield:
In order to solve the above equation for natural frequency, we assume
harmonic motion, i.e.
where the differentiation is with respect to x and
6
The general solution to equation (9) is:
thus,
Evaluation of B2,n' 
B3,n' B4,n in terms of B1,n using appropriate
boundary conditions leads to the eigen value equation. On calculating
the eigen value the deflection can be expressed as
Equation (14) yields:
7
Equations (18) and (16) yield:
For the first mode of vibration (fundamental mode), the characteristic
shape can be assumed to be the static deflection shape. Thus,
can be assumed to be a multiple of the maximum static
deflection, the multiplier being the Dynamic Loading Factor (DLF).
The stress corresponding to this amplitude 'A 1 ' can be calculated as
are determined numerically by making use
of FORTRAN programs.
For spans with concentrated load the equation of motion (6) gets
modified as [2]:
8
Equation (24) can be solved by Laplace Transforms, applying appropriate
boundary conditions to obtain the eigen value equation. Also,
can be obtained once the eigen
value is obtained.
CHAPTER III 
SOLUTION FOR DIFFERENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
The equations derived in Chapter II are now applied to different





Case # 1: Fixed-Free
Fig. 2 Fixed-free piping with concentrated load 
The boundary conditions for this case are:
Uniform span 
The eigen value equation is [1,3,4,5]:
9
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Now, using equation (21), the maximum stress in the fundamental mode
Span with Concentrated Load (Valve) 
The transformed equation of motion is [2,61:
On using partial fractions and taking Laplace inverse [61, we obtain:
where U(x-x 1
) represents the unit step function at x 1
such that,




Letting x=x 1 in 24.1.2 results in the eigen value equation:
—1is in inch units,
12
Now, using equation (21), the maximum stress in the fundamental mode
Case # 2: Simple-Fixed
Fig. 3  Simple-fixed piping with concentrated load
The boundary conditions for this case are:
Again equation(21) can be used to determine the maximum stress in the
fundamental mode.
Span with Concentrated Load (Valve) 
The transformed equation of motion is [2,6]:
On using partial fractions and taking Laplace inverse [6], we obtain:




Letting x=x1 in equation 24.2.2 results in the eigen value equation:
Again, using constant Hn as defined earlier,
15
Using equation (21), the maximum stress in the fundamental mode can now
be determined.
Case # 3: Fixed-Fixed
Fig. 4 Fixed-fixed piping with concentrated load
The boundary conditions for this case are:
Uniform span 
The eigen value equation is
Equation (21) can now be used to determine the maximum stress in the
fundamental mode.
Span with Concentrated Load (Valve) 
The transformed equation of motion is [2,6]:
On using partial fractions and taking Laplace inverse 6 , we obtain:
Constants Y"(0) and Y'"n(0) can be determined from the two remaining
boundary conditions, i.e. Yn(L) = Yn'(L) = 0
Thus,
Letting x=x1 in 24.3.2 results in the eigen value equation:
Again, using constant Hn as defined earlier,
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Equation (21) can now be used to determine the maximum stress in the
fundamental mode.
Case # 4: Simple-Simple
Fig. 5 Simple-simple piping with concentrated load 
The boundary conditions for this case are:
Yn(0) 	 Yn"(0) 	 Yn(L) 	 Yn"(L) = 0
Uniform span 
The eigen value equation is [1,3,4,5]:
Again equation (21) can be used to determine the maximum stress in
the fundamental mode.
Span with Concentrated Load (Valve) 
The transformed equation of motion is [2,6]:
On using partial fractions and taking Laplace inverse [6], we obtain:




Letting x=x 1 in 24.4.2 results in the eigen value equation:
Again, using constant Hn as defined earlier,
20
Equation (21) can now be used to determine the maximum stress in the
fundamental mode.
Modifications in equations for the purpose of plotting graphs 
The equations obtained are modified to suit the plotting of graphs.
For uniform spans, graphs are plotted for unit values of I, Wand D o
Thus, the user of the graphs only has to scale the graph readings
appropriately during calculations. Three graphs are presented for the
uniform spans, viz. fundamental frequency, maximum static deflection and
maximum bending stress. The amplitude used in obtaining the graphs for
maximum bending stress is the amplitude obtained from the maximum static
deflection graph (which is by assuming DLF=1). However, it is known that
DLF could be theoretically as large as 2.0 for a suddenly applied load.
For spans with a concentrated load, a non-dimensional frequency
factor bn is defined as follows:
and this non-dimensional frequency factor is used in all equations in
place of the frequency factor,λn . Thus, the eigen value equation,
the equation for the characteristic shape and the equation for
characteristic stress are all obtained in terms of b
n
. Graphs are
 as the abcissa and b
n 
and the ratio
as the ordinate respectively.
Determination of the Maximum Static Deflection 
The Amplitude to be used in determining the stresses is given by
equation (20) as:
Thus, it is necessary to determine the maximum static deflection in
order to determine the stresses. The formulas for maximum static
deflection are obtained from Ref. 7 and are tabulated in Appendix — F.
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CHAPTER IV 
DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Two different programs are presented for analysis, one for uniform
spans and one for spans with a concentrated load. FORTRAN-IV has been
used for the programs. In both cases the method followed in the
development of the program is the same and is as follows:
1) Main program reads the input. The input is interactive and
format-free. Following this, the main program calculates the maximum
static deflection for the case chosen. Subroutines LAMDA, MAXY, and
MAXSIG are then called and the fundamental frequency and vibration
induced stress determined according to the chosen Dynamic Loading
Factor. The main program then prints out the results.
2) Subroutine LAMDA uses the bisection algorithm to determine the
fundamental frequency function, 'X i . The number of iterations, 'N'
required for convergence of the algorithm is calculated as follows [81:
'a' - lower limit, 'b' - upper limit and 'e' is the allowable tolerance.
For instance, consider a 0.00015, b = 0.00015 + 0.005 and 6= 0.00001,
then N>9 iterations. Since the fundamental frequency is desired, 'a'
has to be very close to zero. However, when 'a' is very small, the
algorithm sometimes converges to the trivial solution (zero). This is
due to truncation errors. In such cases, 'a' has to be incremented by a
very small value.
3) Subroutine MAXY and MAXSIG calculate the maximum deflection
22
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function and the maximum stress function respectively. This calculation
is done by first dividing the entire span into small divisions and then
making a numerical comparison between the value of the function at, for
instance, 'x' and 'x + delta'. This comparison is begun from the left
hand support, and is continued until a value is reached which is higher
than its preceeding value.
The equations used for calculating the maximum static deflection
are mentioned in Appendix - F. The symbols and variable names used in
the programs are listed in Appendix - G. A sample run of the programs is
presented in Appendix - B and Appendix - D.
The programs used for generating the data for graphs are similar to
the above programs, with slight modifications. In the case of uniform
spans, the program is run repetitively for different lengths so as to
cover a practical range of length (2' - 14'). The input data to this
program is unit quantities for W, I and D o . The Modulus of Elasticity is
chosen as 30)4.106 psi. For spans with a concentrated load, the
equations are first modified as suggested earlier (p.20 ) and the
program is run repetitively to cover a practical range of values of R 1
and x1. These programs are developed separately for each different
boundary condition. The only difference in these programs is the value






C2,1, the eigen value equation, and
the formulas for Y1 and σ1. Two such programs are presented in




Results obtained by repeated application of the computer programs
are presented in graphical form. For uniform spans, three graphs are
presented for each case:
i) Natural frequency for unit values of I and W, (F)
ii) Maximum Static Deflection for unit values of I and W, (A)
 Maximum Bending Stress for unit values of I, W and D o , (S)
The graphs are plotted for the range of length from 2 to 14 ft.
For the spans with concentrated load, two graphs are presented for
each case:
i) Natural frequency factor,
ii) Maximum Stress ratio,
The ranges for the values are:
24
Fig. 6 Frequency Coefficient, F, for Cantilever Pipe
25
Fig. 7 Deflection Coefficient, A, for Cantilever Pipe
26
Fig. 8 Stress Coefficient, g, for Cantilever Pipe
27
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Fig. 9 Frequency Coefficient, P , for Simple-Fixed Pipe
Fig. 10 Deflection Coefficient, A, for Simple—Fixed Pipe
29
Fig. 11 Stress Coefficient, S, for Simple-Fixed Pipe
30
Fig. 12 Frequency Coefficient, F, for Fixed-Fixed Pipe
31
Fig. 13 Deflection Coefficient, A, for Fixed-Fixed Pipe
32
Fig. 14 Stress Coefficient, S, for Fixed-Fixed Pipe
33
Fig. 15 Frequency Coefficient, F, for Simple—Simple Pipe
34
Fig. 16 Deflection Coefficient, A, for Simple-Simple Pipe
35
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Fig. 17 Stress Coefficient, S, for Simple-Simple Pipe
Fig. 18 Frequency Factor, b1, for Cantilever Pipe with Concentrated Load
Fig. 19 Stress Ratio, σr, for Cantilever Pipe with Concentrated Load
Fig. 20 Frequency Factor, b 1 , for Simple-Fixed Pipe with Concentrated Load
Fig. 21 Stress Ratio, σr, for Simple—Fixed Pipe with Concentrated Load
Fig. 22 Frequency Factor, b 1 , for Fixed-Fixed Pipe with Concentrated Load
Fig. 23 Stress Ratio, σr , for Fixed-Fixed Pipe with Concentrated Load
Fig. 24 Frequency Factor, b 1 , for Simple-Simple Pipe with Concentrated Load
Fig. 25 Stress Ratio, σr, for Simple-Simple Pipe with Concentrated Load
CHAPTER VI 
COMPUTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Computation of Results using Graphs 
The procedure for using the graphs is as follows:
1) Uniform Spans: All graphs based upon E = 30 x 10 6 , psi
a) Frequency:
where F is frequency coefficient read from the graphs
For cases with different 'E1', multiply by
E1 is the new Modulus of Elasticity
b) Maximum Static Deflection:
where A is the deflection coefficient read from the graphs.
For cases with different 'E 1 ', multiply by
E1 is the new Modulus of Elasticity.
c) Amplitude:
d) Maximum Bending Stress:
where S is the stress coefficient read from the graphs.
For cases with different 'E 1 ', multiply by
E1 is the new Modulus of Elasticity.
2) Span with Concentrated Load
a) Frequency:
First determine:
then, from the appropriate graph (depending upon the end
45
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conditions) determine corresponding b 1
thus,
b) Maximum Static Deflection: Use equations for Δl and Δ2 ,
as listed in Appendix - F.
c) Amplitude:
d) Maximum Bending Stress:
Find σr,  from appropriate graph




Consider a pipe span having the following:
Nominal pipe diameter: 1",
Schedule Number: 40,
Pipe Length: 4.9',
End Conditions: Simple-Fixed (Case # 2),
Dynamic Loading Factor: 1,
Now, using Ref. 9 , we obtain the following:
(Outside diameter: 1.315"
Moment of Inertia, I : 0.0874 in4
Wt. per unit length of empty pipe, W : 1.68 lb/ft.
Now, using Fig. 9, the frequency coefficient, F, corresponding to a
length of 4.9' is F = 264
and, the deflection coefficient, A, (using Fig. 10, length = 4.9'),
thus,
thus,
Finally, the stress coefficient, S, (using Fig. 11, length = 4.9'),
is S = 10.125
For purposes of comparison, the interactive program is run with the
same data, and the results are as follows:
Quantity 	 Graph result 	 Program result
Frequency 	 60.2, cps 	 60.4, cps
Amplitude 	 0.0038, in 	 0.0035, in
Maximum bending 	 255.9, psi 	 266.5, psi
stress
2) Span with Concentrated Load
Consider the same pipe span with the following modifications:
Weight of valve, P: 20 lbs (standard flanged bonnet gate valve,
ref. 9, p. 178)
Valve location, x1 : 1.5',
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End Conditions: Simple-Simple (Case # 4)
Now, using Fig. 24, the frequency factor, b 1, is found as
b1 	 =2 17; and thus,
Also, using Appendix - F, the maximum static deflection is
calculated as:
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Finally, using Fig.25, the maximum stress ratio,
Again, the results from the interactive program and the graphs are
compared as follows:
Quantity Graph result Program result
Frequency 18.45 cps 18.23 cps
Amplitude 0.0345 in 0.0345 in
Maximum bending
stress
2296.5 psi 2275.5 psi
Verification of Results:
The results for fundamental frequencies for uniform spans are
compared with those given in Ref. 10, p. 262. For purposes of
comparison, let L 3.0 ft., E = 30 10
6 psi, I = 0.0874 i n4and
W= 1.68 lb/ft. (Nominal pipe: 1", Sch. 40, empty pipe).
Fundamental frequency comparison, (cps)
Case 	 Calculated result Result from Kellogg [10]
Cantilever 	 36.85 	 36.78
Simple-Fixed 	 160.5 	 161.0
Fixed-Fixed 	 231.5 	 234.5
Simple-Simple 	 102.6 	 103.1
49
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Thus, it can be seen that the results for frequency of uniform
spans are very close to that of the quoted reference.
The results for the fundamental frequencies for spans with
concentrated load can be compared with those given in Ref. 11. However,
Ref. 11 provides values for particular cases only (Simple-Simple and
Fixed-Fixed, x1 = 0.5). On comparison, it can be observed that the
results agree very closely. Another check for the results is the
asymptotic value of b 1 , i.e. the value when R 1 = 0 . These
values are obtained from equations for uniform spans. Also, since the
method applied is an exact method, the results are authentic.
The calculation of maximum bending stress is very much dependent
upon the calculation of the eigen value. The eigen value is used in
determining the characteristic shape and then the characteristic stress.
Since the eigen values are verified, the characteristic shape and
characteristic stress are also verified. However, the algorithm used to
determine the maxima of the characteristic shape and the characteristic
stress function is found to calculate only one maxima even in the cases
where more than one may be present. For instance, in the case of the
Simple-Fixed end conditions, the maximum bending stress is calculated
based upon the first maxima obtained while numerically comparing the
characteristic stress function from the left hand support. It can be
observed that this maxima happens to be the stress corresponding to the
maximum positive bending moment, whereas there is a possibility of the
negative bending moment at the fixed support being numerically greater
than this positive bending moment. Thus, in this case only maximum
stress in the pipe is found, excluding the stress at the fixed support.
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION 
The graphs and computer programs presented in this thesis can be
used as good vibration analysis tools. The natural frequencies estimated
can be used as a guide to avoid resonance and subsequent fatigue damage.
The maximum calculated alternating stress intensity due to repetitive





are the secondary and local stress indices,
respectively, as specified in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
Section III, M is the maximum dynamic moment due to vibration only or in
combination with other loads as required by the system design
specification, and S el is the endurance limit of the material. In
this thesis, the maximum stress due to vibrations has been determined.
in this equation can be replaced by (σ1)max or a combination of
and the other stresses as appropriate, and the system can be




LISTING OF FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR UNIFORM SPANS
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c 
C INTERACTIVE PROGRAM FOR ANALYSIS OF PIPING VIBRATIONS 






















FORMAT(5X~/ENTER THE DATA: Dl~D2YD3YD4YD5,D6,D7YD8',/) 
W I:~ I T E (I 0 , :3 ) 
FORMAT(10X,'Dl - NOMINAL PIPE DIAMETERv INCHES', 
%lyl0X,'D2 - SCHEDULE NO.'y 
X/ y lOX y 'D3 .... OUTS I DE D I AM[TEF~ y INCHES', 
%lylOX!I'D4 .... LENGTH OF THE PIPE, FEET' ) 
WF~ITE (10 !14) 
FORMAT(10X,'D5 - MOMENT OF INERTIA, (INCHES)**4', 
~{'I, :1. OX y , D6 .... YOUNG II B MODUI...UB ~ (LBB/S(~UAF;~E It-·!CHEG)', 
%1,10X,'D7 - WEIGHT PER UNIT LENGTH, (LBS/FT.)', 
~~;./ v :1. () X , ' DB"" D Y N I~~ i"'i I C l.. D ~, II I N G F (.~ eTC) F;! !I ( NON .... DIM E N ~:) ION A I... ) l ,I) 
5 WRITE (IO,6) 
6 FORMAT(/,5X,'ENTER THE CASE NUMBER',/) 
~IF~ITE( IO!I}) 
'7 F()F~MAT( :1.0><, 'C(':,NTIl..E'.JEF:, ENTEI:~ :1. 1 ,,/ 
%:I.()Xy 'SIMPl..E····FIXED, ENTEF~ 2' ,I 
%:I.0X, 'FIXED-FIXED, ENTER 3',1 
% j, OX, , ~:~ I MF'I... Y BUPPDr;~TED vENT ER 4 I ,1) 
GO TO (8yl0,12914) ,K 
() (3D TO ~5B 
8 WRITE (10,9) 
<» F()F~t/l('~T(6XY '*** UNIFDI~t1 CANTILEVEF;~ ***' ,/) 
GO TD 16 
10 WRITE (10,11) 
11 FORMAT(6X,l*** UNIFORM SIMPLE-FIXED ***'y/) 
GD TD 16 
1 :::~ ~IF~ITE (I(],l3) 
1 ~5 FDRMAT(6Xv'*** UNIFORM FIXED-FIXED ***',/) 





FORMAT(6Xy'*** UNIFORM SIMPLY SUPPORTED ***'~/) 































F(H~r···i(.~·r(9X, ,. (FEET)' lI?XY' (CPS) I y"/Xy' (INCHES) I ,8XlI' (P~3I) I !I/) 
A :::: DF*216+0*P*XL**4/(E%XI) 
GO TO 2~::; 
A :::: IIF*O.0054*P*XL**4*12.0**3/(E*XI) 
GD TO 2~5 
A :::: DF*P*XL**4*12.0**3/(384.0*E*XI) 
(3[1 TO 2~5 
CALL LAMDA(XL,XLAMDA) 
() I'~ :::: (~) I N ( X I... AM D (.-\ * X 1...) + SIN H ( Xl.. f.yt1 D I:':) * X I... ) ) / ( COS ( X LAM It (.~ * XL) + 
%COSH(XLAMDA*XL» 
GO TD 30 
27 AK:::: COS(XLAMDA*XL)/COSH(XLAMDA*XL) 




28 AK:::: (COS(XLAMDA*XL) -CDSH(XLAMDA*XL»/(SIN(XLAMDA*XLl + SINH 
% (XLAMD(.:l*XI...) ) 
GO TO 30 
29 AK :::: 0 + () 
30 CALL MAXY(XLAMDA,XL,AKyYMAX,XMAX) 
CALL MAXSIG(XlAMDA~XL,AK?SIGMAX,XSMAX) 
FR :::: 0+0753*XLAMDA**2*SQRTCE*XI/P) 



















WRITE (10,31) XL, FRy A, STRESS 
FORMAT(5XYF10.494XYF10~5Y4XYF8.5Y7XYF9.3~/) 
WRITE (10,32) XMAX 
55 
FORMAT(6X,'AMPLITUDE(MAXIMUM DEFLECTION) AT X=',F5.2,lX,'FT.',/) 
WRITE (10,33) XSMAX 
FDF~MI!~T(t.)Xlt 'Mf~X:rMLJM STF~ES~) AT X::::' ,F5.2"lX, 'FT. l'll/) 
WF~I TE (10 II :"54) 
F()F~MI~ T ( \1:. X!I .' REPE~) T C(')LCUL. AT I DN"i~ y YES:::::I. y NU::::O r" y / / ) 
F~Ef.1D (INlI*) M 
IF(M.EQ.O) GO TO 58 
WF~ITE (I01'3~:» 
FORMAT(/1I6X,'SAME DATA WITH DIFFERENT CASE?, YES =1'1 NO=O'"/) 
IF(M4.NE.O) GO TO 5 
lrJF;~ITE:: (10,36) 
FORMAT(/,6X~'FRESH DATA OR MODIFICATION?lI ENTER 1 OR O',!) 
IF(Ml.NE.O) GO TO 1 
vJF~ITE (IOll:3"7) 
FORMAT(6X~'LIST OF DATA WITH SERIAL NUMBERS:',/! 
%!lBX, ':II: :I. - NDr"iIN(.~1... DI(.lMETEF~ \ :fI: :2 N" SCHEDULE ND. I y/ 
%,8Xy't 3 - OUTSIDE DIAMETER \ t 4 - PIPE LENGTH',; 
~;; ~ B X Y I :11: ~:j .... r10 M. Cl FIN E I~ T I A \ :11: {, ".. YO l.J N GliB M () t ' , / 
%,8X,'i 7 - WT+/LENGTH \ * 8 - DYNAMIC FACTOR'?/) 
lrJFi:ITE (ID 1I3D) 
38 FORMAT(6XII'ENTER NUMBER OF CHANGES DESIRED/y/) 
C 
c 
IF(M2.LE~O) GO TO 5 
c 
vJF~ITE (10 y 3 i?) 














GO TO (42,44,46Y48,50,52,54~56), M5 
4:1. Kl :::: 1<:1. + :L 
IF(K:I.~GT.M2) GO TO 5 
GO TO 40 
4? WRITE (10,43) 
43 FORMATC/,6X,'ENTER NEW NOMINAL PIPE DIAMETER',/) 
F~E0)D (IN,*) PN 
GO TD 4:1. 
"H~ I T E (I Ch -45 ) 
F()F~I"i(':)T (I, 6X, 'ENTER NEvJ SCHEDUL.E ND y , ,I) 
F~EAD (IN,*) NS 
GD TO 4:1. 
46 WRITE (10,47) 
47 FORMAT(/,6X,'ENTER NEW OUTSIDE DIAMETER',/) 
F~Et)D (IN,*) OD 
GO TO 4:1. 
48 WRITE (10,49) 
49 FORMAT(/,6X,'ENTER NEW PIPE LENGTH',/) 
F~E(.~D (IN,*) >::1... 
GO TO 4:1. 
50 WRITE (10,51) 
51 rORMAT(/,6X,'ENTER NEW MOM. or INERTIA',/) 
PE(.·~ID (IN,*) XI 
GO TO 4:1. 
52 WRITE (10,53) 
53 FORMATC/,6X,'ENTER NEW YOUNG"S MODULUS',/) 
F;~E('~D (IN,*) E 
GO TO 4:1. 
54 WRITE (10,55) 
~5 ~:; F D F~ f"i I~'~ T ( / , 6 X, , E N TEI:~ N E lL.l I"J T. F' E F;~ UN I T L E ~~ G T H' , / ) 




GD TO 4:1. 
WF;~ITE (I()y~5?) 
FORMAT(/y6X,'ENTERNEW DYNAMIC FACTOR',/) 
F~EAD (IN,*) Dr 














EP~3 =: () ~ OOOO:!. 
f.l :::: () y () () () :L 0 
:I. B::::Fl+O + 005 
IF(FUN(f~)YXL)*FUN(BYXL.) yL.T+()yO) GD TD 2 
?~::::B 
GD TO 1 
2 DO 4 I=1y15 
c 
P::::f,+ (B·· .. (.~) /2~. () 
IF(FUN(PvXL)YEQ.O.OyOR.(B-A)+LT~EPS) GO TO 5 
IF«FUN(AyXL)*FUN(PvXL».GT.O.O) GO TO 3 
B::::P 

















DELTA:-.::Xl.../l 00 + 0 
DO 1 1::::1, :1.00 
XNE~J::::X + DELTA 
IF(X.GT.XL) GO TO 3 
Y2=Y(XLAMDA,XNEW,AK) 
Yl=Y(XLAMDA,X,AK) 

















x:::: 0 + 0 
DEI...TA::::XL/:lOO ~ 0 
DO 1. 1:::::1. 1I :I.()() 
XNEvJ::::X + DELTA 
IF(X.GT.Xl) GO TO 3 
SIG2=SIGMA(XLAMDA,XNEWyAK) 
S I C·J :I. :::: ~) I (3 pri fi ( X I... A M II A y X , A \\ ) 

















1 FUN = COS(X*XL)*COSHCX*XL) + 1.0 
GO TD ~::j 
2 FUN = SINeX*XL)*COSHeX*XL) -
% SINH(X*XL)*COSeX*XL) 
GD TO ::j 
:~ FUN :::: COt) e X*XI ... ) *CClSH (X*XL) -- :I. + () 
GO TO ~5 
4 FUN :::: SINeX*Xl..) 











1 Y =ABS( SIN(XLAMDA*X) - SINH(XLAMDA*X) - AK* (COS(XLAMDA*X) 
%- COSH(XLAMDA*X») 
GO TO 5 
2 Y = ABS(SINeXLAMDA*X) - AK*(SINHeXLAMDA*X») 
GO TO 5 
C 
3 Y = ABSe SIN(XLAMDA*X) - SINH(XlAMDA*X) + AK* (COS(XlAMDA*X) 
%- COSH(XLAMDA*X») 
GO TO 5 
C 























SIGMA = ABS( -SIN(XlAMDA*X) - SINH(XLAMDA*X) + 
%AK * (COS(XLAMDA*X) + COSH(XLAMDA*X») 
GO TO 5 
SIGMA - ABS(-SIN(XLAMDA*X) - AK*(SINHeXLAMDA*X») 
GO TO 5 
SIGMA - ABS( -SIN(XLAMDA*X) - SINH(XLAMDA*X) -
%AK * (COS(XLAMDA*X) + COSH(XLAMDA*X») 
GO TO 5 




APPENDIX - B 
SAMPLE RUN OF F(0RTRAN PR(0GRAM FOR UNIFORM SPANS
63
@T'U 
**FASTFOR (CONVERSATIONAL VER 10)** 
Dl - NOMINAL PIPE DIAMETERv INCHES 
D2 - SCHEDULE NO. 
D3 - OUTSIDE DIAMETERv INCHES 
D4 _. LENGTH OF THE PIPE, FEET 
D5 - MOMENT OF INERTIA, (INCHES)**4 
D6 - YOUNGHS MODULUS, (LBS/SQUARE INCHES) 
It? ~ .. WEIGHT PEI~ UNIT LENGTH" (I...BS/FT ~ ) 
D8 - DYNAMIC LOADING FACTOR" (NON-DIMENSIONAL) 
ENTER THE CASE NUMBER 
CANTILEVERy ENTER 1 
SIMPLE··-FIXED" ENTEF: 2 
FIXED-FIXED, ENTER 3 
SIMPL.Y SUPPDF~TED y ENTEF~ 4 
*** UNIFORM CANTILEVER *** 
NOMINAL PIPE DIAMETER = 1.000 SCHEDULE NO. - 40 





( C 1:'8) 
AI,PI...ITUDE:: 
( I NCHE~:» 
MAXIMUI"i STF~ESS 
(PSI) 
:1. 622 (0 73~5 
AMPLITUDE(MAXIMUM DEFLECTION) AT X= 4.90 FT. 
MAXIMUM STRESS AT X= 0.00 FT. 




SAME DATA WITH DIFFEF~ENT Cf1BE/!~, YES ::::1, 51 NO::::O 
ENTER THE CASE NUMBER 
CANTILEVER~ ENTER 1 
SIMPL.E~~FIXED y ENTEF;~ 2 
F I XED .. ··F· I XED 1I ENTEI:;: 3 
S IMP L. Y SUP P () Ft~ TED yEN T E r;~ 4 
*** UNIFORM SIMPLE-FIXED *** 
NOMINAL PIPE DIAMETER = l~OOO SCHEDULE NO. - 40 





60 + 40BO~5 
AMPLITUDE 
(INCHES) 
t'i~':IX I MUt"! STF~ESS 
(PSI) 
AMPLITUDE(MAXIMUM DEFLECTION) AT X= 2.06 FT+ 
MAXIMUM STREBS AT X= 1+86 FT. 
REPEAT CALCULATION?" YES=ll1 ND=O 
SAME DATA WITH DIFFERENT CASE?" YES =1" NO=O 
ENTER THE CASE NUMBER 
CANTILEVER" ENTER 1 
SIMPLE-FIXED" ENTER 2 
FIXED-FIXED, ENTER 3 
SIMPLY 8UF'PDF(TED 51 ENTEH 4 
65 
*** UNIFORM FIXED-FIXED *** 
NOMINAL PIPE DIAMETER - 1.000 SCHEDULE NO. - 40 








M(')X I MUi1 ~:)TF~ESS 
(PSI) 
26:-' + :I.B4 
AMPLITUDE(MAXIMUM DEFLECTION) AT X= 2.45 FT. 
MAXIMUM STRESS AT X= 0.00 FT. 
F~ E P E ~~ TeA I... CUI... A T I () N '1' ~ YES::::L 51 NO:::: () 
SAME DATA WITH DIFFERENT CASE?, YES =151 NO=O 
[NTEf~ THE Cf.)~)E NUMB[F;~ 
CANTILEVER, ENTER 1 
SIMPLE-FIXEDy ENTER 2 
FIXED-FIXED, ENTER 3 
SIMPLY SUPPORTEDy ENTER 4 
*** UNIFORM SIMPLY SUPPORTED *** 
NOMINAL PIPE DIAMETER::: 1.000 SCHEDULE NO. - 40 







AMPI ... :r TUDE 
( I NCHE~:) ) 
() • () () B 3 :1. 
Mf.)X I MUi"i BTF~EbD 
(PSI) 
AMPLITUDECMAXIMUM DEFLECTION) AT X= 2.45 FT. 
MAXIMUM STRESS AT X= 2.45 FT. 
REPEAT CALCULATION?51 YE8=151 NO=O 
66 
~o 
SAME DATA WITH DIFFERENT CASE?, YES =1, NO=O 
FRESH DATA OR MODIFICATION?, ENTER 1 DR 0 
LIST OF DATA WITH SERIAL NUMBERS: 
t 1 - NOMINAL DIAMETER \ * ~ ~ - SCHEDULE NO. i 3 - OUTSIDE DIAMETER \ * 4 - PIPE LENGTH * 5 MOM. OF INERTIA \ * 6 YOUNG"S MO. t 7 - WT./LENGTH \ * 8 - DYNAMIC FACTOR 
ENTER NUMBER OF CHANGES DESIRED 
ENTER DATA NUMBER(S) WHICH ARE TO BE CHANGED 
ENTER NEW PIPE LENGTH 
ENTER THE CASE NUMBER 
CANTILEVER, ENTER 1 
SIMPLE-FIXED, ENTER 2 
FIXED-FIXED, ENTER 3 
SIMPLY SUPPORTED, ENTER 4 
*** UNIFORM CANTILEVER *** 
NOMINAL PIPE DIAMETER = 1.000 SCHEDULE NO. - 40 












AMPLITUDE(MAXIMUM DEFLECTION) AT X= 4.60 FT. 
MAXIMUM STRESS AT X= 0.00 FT+ 
REPEAT CALCULATION?, YES=i, NO=O 
67 
~1 
SAME DATA WITH DIFFERENT CASE?, YES =1, NO=O 
ENTER THE CASE NUMBER 
CANTILEVER, ENTER 1 
SIMPLE-FIXED, ENTER 2 
FIXED~FIXEDp ENTER 3 
SIMPLY SUPPORTED, ENTER 4 
*** UNIFORM FIXED-FIXED *** 
NOMINAL PIPE DIAMETER - 1.000 
DYNAMIC FACTOR= l~OO 







MPIX I r..,Ut"i BTRESG 
(PSI) 
4.6000 O~()():l.29 
AMPLITUDECMAXIMUM DEFLECTION) AT X= 2~30 FT. 
MAXIMUM STRESS AT X= 0.00 FT. 
REPEAT CALCULATION?y YES=l, NO=O 
SAME DATA WITH DIFFERENT CASE?, YES =1~ NO=O 
FRESH DATA OR MODIFICATION?, ENTER 1 OR 0 
LIST OF DATA WITH SERIAL NUMBERS: 
t :I. NOM I N('~I... DIAMETEF~ \ :11: ,.) SCHEDULE ND~ .1.7 •• 
t 3 OUTBIDE D I AME::TEF~ \ ~I: 4 F:'IPE LENGTH 
t 1::' .J _. MOM. OF INEF~TIA \ =II: 6 . ... YDUNGIfS !1D .. 
t 7 _. WT./l..ENDTH \ :11: B ..... DYNI~~1~1IC FACTOF~ 
ENTER NUMBER OF CHANGES DESIRED 
68 
ENTER DATA NUMBER(S) WHICH ARE TO BE CHANGED 
(6"B 
ENTER NEW YOUNG"S MODULUS 
~29 + 6e06 
336+ 
ENTERNEW DYNAMIC FACTOR 
ENTER THE CASE NUMBER 
CANTILEVER" ENTER 1 
BIMPl..E····FIXED" ENTEF~ 2 
FIXED-FIXED" ENTER 3 
SIMPLY SUPPORTED, ENTER 4 
*** UNIFORM FIXED-FIXED *** 
NOMINAl.. PIPE DIAMETER - 1.000 SCHEDULE NO. - 40 









M A X I M U 1'1 S T r~~ E S S 
(PSI) 
2 ~5 <f • () :1. :3 
AMPLITUDECMAXIMUM DEFLECTION) AT X= 2~30 FT. 
MAXIMUM STRESS AT X= 0.00 FT. 
F~EPEI!:)T C('~I...CULATIDN?:J YES::::1 v N()::::() 
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CHAPTER X 
APPENDIX - C 
LISTING OF FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR SPANS WITH A CONCENTRATED LOAD (VALVE) 
70
c 
r INTERACTIVE PROGRAM FOR ANALYSIS OF PIPING VIBRATIONS 




DIME:N~3ION M3 (::.~O) 
DATA IN/1/,ID/2/ 
1 WRITE (10,2) 
71 






3 FORMAT(10X~/Dl - NOMINAl... PIPE DIAMETER? INCHES/, 
%llIl0X,'D2 - SCHEDULE NO.'y 
%/~lOXy'D3 - OUTSIDE DIAMETER, INCHES', 
%/yl0Xl"D4 - LENGTH OF THE PIPEy FEET' ) 
WF~ 111::. ( lOy 4 ) 




:;('I \I lOX y I Dt) .... YOUND II ~:; MODULUS y (I...E~~:)/~>C~UAR[ I NCHE~3) ,. y 
:~/ II :1. OX, I It'? .. ~ ~JE I GHT PEI:~ UN IT L.ENGTH, (I...BS/F·T (. ) I l' 
%llIl0Xy'D8 - DYNAMIC LOADING FACTDR~ (NON-DIMENSIONAL)') 
WF~ITE (10 y ~.i) 
FORMAT(10X,'D9 - WEIGHT OF VALVE, (L.8S.)',/ 
%vl0X,'Dl0 - L.OCATION OF VALVE (FROM L.H.S.), (FTt)',/) 
F;~ E {:i D ( IN, *) P "'·1 y N B y 0:0 y X L.!I X I, E y F' y It F" \.JJ II :X :I. 
IF(Xl.GT.XL) GO TO 6'7 
F;~ :::: X:I./XI... 
X2 :::: XL. .. ··X:I. 
(.:) t·'! :::: ~J I P 
vJF~:ITE (lOy}) 
/ Fc)F;~jvi(':)T (/? ~.:;X!J 'ENTEf~ THE C?)BE:: NUI"iBEF\~ I y /) 
WF~ITE (In y B) 
8 FORMAT(10X,'CANTILEVER, ENTER l / y/ 
%10X,'SIMPLE-FIXED, ENTER 2'yl 
% :I. () X y 'F I X [: It .... F I XED~' EN T E F~ 3 l Y / 
%10X,'SIMPLY SUPPORTED" ENTER 4/,/) 
GO TO (9,11v13,15) yK 
o GO TD f::.7 
C 
C 
9 WRITE (10,10) 
10 FORMAT(6X,'*** CANTILEVER WITH VALVE ***'¥/) 
GU TO :1.7 
11 WRITE (10,:1.2) 










13 WRITE (10,14) 
14 FORMAT(6Xy'** FIXED - FIXED WITH VALVE **'~/) 
GO TO 17 
15 WRITE (10,16) 
16 FORMAT(6Xy'*** SIMPLY SUPPORTED WITH VALVE ***'9/) 
17 WRITE(IO,18) W,Xl 
18 FORMAT(6X,'WT. OF VALVE=',F5.2,lX,'LBS.',4X, 
%'VALVE LOCATION=',F5.2,lX,'FT.'y/) 
WRITE (10,19) PN, NS 
72 
19 FORMAT(5X,' NOMINAL PIPE DIAMETER =',F6.3,5X,' SCHEDULE NO. =', 
%I3y/) 
W I:~ I T E (I D ~. 20) 11 F 
20 FORMAT(6X,'DYNAMIC FACTOR=',F5.2~//) 




22 FDF~t"itYr(9X,,' (FEET) I v6X, / (CPS) I y'?X" t' (INCHE::S) I ,axy I (PSI) '11//) 
G D T D <: 23 , 24 , 29 II 3 -4 ) , 1< 
SD2 = (216.0*P*XL**4)/(E*XI) 
A = DF*(SDl + 8112) 
GO T 0 :3~:.i 
24 IF(CR-O.414» 25,26,27 
25 XNUM = ABS( W*Xl%<XL**2 - Xl**2)**3*12.0**3 ) 
DENOM = ABS( 3.0*E*XI*(3.0%XL**2 - X1**2)**2 ) 






XMAX = XL*(XL**2+X1**2)/(3.0*XL**2-X1**2) 
SD2 = ABS( P * (3.0*XL*(XMAX)**3 - 2.0*(XMAX)**4 -
X I... * * 3 * ( X t1 (.:) X ) ) *:1. 2 • 0 * * 3/ C 4 E~ • 0 * E * X I ) ) 
GO Tel 2B 
SDl = O.0098*W*XL**3*12.0**3/(E*XI) 
XMAX :::: r~*xl... 
SD2 = ABS( P * (3.0*XL*<XMAX)**3 - 2.0*(XMAX)**4 -
XI...**3*(XMAX»*12~O**3/(48tO*E*XI» 
GD TD 2B 
SDl = ABS( W*12.0**3*Xl*X2**2*SQRT(Xl/(2.0*XL+X1»/(6.*E*XI» 
XMAX = XL*SQRT(1-(2.0*XL/C3.0*XL-X2») 







I F ( ( F;~ .... 0 t ~.::.i ) ) 
E D :I. :::: ,~) X:': ~::; ( 
XM{.lX :::: ><1... .. .. 
t>II;? :::: AB~:) ( 
i.: (24 <- O*[*X I ) 
GO TO ~~:~:; 
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:::) 0 !." :3:1. !I :3 :::.~ 
2 {. 0>:< l.a..1 ~{.::}{ 1 *: * ~:.:: ;{< >< :~: * ;}:: 3 * :1. ::::: <- 0 * * :3 ,/ ( 3 v 0 * I::: * X I * ( XL.. + 2 " 0 * )( 2 ) )}:: * 2 ) ) 
(::.:.:: t O*X~;.~*)(I..../ (XI...+:::::" O*X::.~) ) 
P*Xivi{.){·:{<*::':'>* (::? .;. O*><I...*:)<ht·,~:( .... :x:I...**2 .... )(t1ri~=<**:2)./ 
3 :I. S II :1. :::: A B n ( vJ * X I... * * :3)/( :I. ::.:.~ v 0 * >f:: :3 / ( :1. i? 2 .:. 0 n: I::: * l I) ') 
SD2 = ABS( P)/(XL**4*:l.2.0**3/(384vO$E*XI) 
GO TO 3:3 
32 f:) II :I. :::: f~:i I{ ~:) ( ;.::. <- 0 * IIJ * X :I. * * :'!; * X 2 * * ~;>;{< :1. ::;.~ _\ () >¥. ::+:: 3 / ( 3 ~. 0 * F * X I * < X I... + :::.~ .: O:f)(:I. ) *:y.: :;.~) ') 
XMAX = 2.0*XltXL/(XLf2.0*X:I.) 
S II 2 :::: (~ B ~:) ( F" * X /Vi r:) :x: ::{<: )/{ 2 * ( 2 • () * XL.. * 'X. ~'1 (~ X .... XL. * * ::!. .... X ,'/i (:1 >< >~:: ::r.: ::.:.~ ) .. l 
II", 
I .. (24.0*E*XI) 
3:'~ (.~ :::: .f.lF* (E;[I:I. + ~::;:o::~) 
GD TO 3~5 










~:) II :I. :::: W * :I. 2 • 0 * * ::5 * >< :1. * ( ( )( 1... * * ;2 .... >C :1. * *:? ) * * :I. ~ ~5 ) / ( i? <- 0 * l ~. l3 2 () ~::j * :x /... * I::' * X I ) 
XM0)( :::: XI... .... SDF;:T( (XI...**·.::: .... X:I.**::.:?)/3<oO) 
S II ~.~ :::: (~ B E ( F' * X fv'i ,:':J >< * ( ( x: 1... * *:3 ) .... ( ::.~ ~ O::{< .>( I... ::{< X t11~~ X * *;2 ) + ){ t1 f:} >< '* * 3 ) * :I. 2 .' 0 * * : .. :~;
1(24~O*E*>:::I) ) 
(3C) TO :'~)43 
SDl = W*:l.2.0**3*X2*(XI...**2-X2**2)**1.5)/(9.0*1.7320S*XL*F*XI) 
X M 01 X :::: XI... .... S 0 F;~ T ( ( X I... * * 2 .... X ;.~ * * 2 ) /::3 • 0 ) 
~:) D ~? :::: A H S ( P * X M (.', :x: * ( ( X I... * * ::~ ) .... ( ::.~ .., 0 * X L * X i'1,~~ X * * 2 ) + X t"j (:i ):: * *:3 ) *:1. 2 ~ 0 * :f ::) 
I ( 2 -4 • 0 * E:: ::{< X I ) ) 
A = DF*(SDl + SD2) 
C'{:ll...l... 1...,.:':1i'1D(.:) (XI...!! '~~("'I!I X:I. ~" x;.:.~ \" )(1...{:)fv·iD(~ II CDI'~E;T:I. y CONf:)T~.~ y CDNST3) 
C(:ll...L. M,~:)XY (CONbT:I. !I CUNB'r~?!I CDNET3 y :X:l...r:':l!"iD,{:ll' XL. y X 1. ~ Y~'i{;lX \" XY' r"j(:l X ) 
C (.) 1...1... M ,:~ :x: ~:) I [i ( C () N ~::; T :1. ~J C [I j\! n T ~;.~ ~ C Cl N ~:) T:-:) y )< I... (~ ,'1 D (1 }" ;:.: I... y X:I. y G I [i ' .... i f':', X \" >< ~:) "'1 (, >< ) 
F F:': :::: o. () '? ~.:.:.; :-5 * X I... (.~ t1 D j::) * * ;? * ~:) n F~ T ( F * X J / F' ) 
STF(ES~:) :::: (A*[*OD*XI...(~rjDA**::?*D I Gf·/l,::l)().I ( :1. 44 t 0*2 ~ O*Yt··it,)::) 
W F;~ I T I:: (I [) y ::5 f.» X I... !I F F~!I r~ y E; "I" F;: E S G 
:36 F()F;:M,~T (~:S)::: ~I F:I. 0 + 4 ~" 4)( ~I F9 ~ ~::.i 9 4X~ .. FB {. -4 \I ")"::< P F9 ~::3 ~" /) 
WRITE (I01l37) XYMAX 
3'7 F () I::': i'1 (:) T ( f,j X II I ~I ~1 P I... I T U D E ( M (.:, :x: I ~/i l.J 11 1:1 \::: F 1... E: C TID N) n T X :::: I' 1I F ~:.:j + 2 !I :1. X v I F' T {o I !i / ) 
~,IF;:ITE (ID ~I 3B) Xt>/"i()( 
38 FORMAT(6X,'MAXIMUM STRESS AT X=i,F502,:l.X!lIFT~',//) 
WF~ITE(ID~13<)) 
3 <) F () H 1\'1,~ T ( 6 Xli' I:~ E: P E:: (.:) T C (~l 1... C l.J I... (~ T ION 'i;!I Y E B :::::1. y N Cl :::: 0 I , / / ) 
F;:E(lD (I i\~ y::{<) t1 



















IFCM4.NE.O) GO TO 6 
W F~ I T I::: (I 0 ? 4:1. ) 
4:1. FOF~t"il~·~T(/Yt.)XY JFF~ESH D(.'~TA OF;~ 11DDIFICATID~"'1"!)y ENTEF;~ :I. c)F~ OJ 1'/) 
IF(M:I..NE+O) GO TO :I. 
~J F~ I T E (I () y 4 2 ) 
42 FORMAT(6X?'LIST OF DATA WITH SERIAL NUMBERS:'"I/ 
%v8Xy't:l. NOMINAL DIAMETER \ • 2 - SCHEDULE NO~'YI 
/.r~IBX~ ':H: 3 .... OUTBIDE DI(.1METEF;~ \ :R: 4- .... PIPE I...ENGTH' pi 
%,8X,,'1 5 - MOM+ OF INERTIA \. 6 - YOUNGuS Mo.',/ 
%V8X,/t 7 - WT./LENGTH \ • 8 - DYNAMIC FACTOR'y/ 
~{, y B X ~I ':11: <? .... ~J E I G H T () F ~) I; L lJ E \:11::1. () ~.. lJ A L V E I... () CAT I () N I Y I ) 
~J I:;: I T [ (1 0 ~r 43 ) 
43 FoRMAT(6X,'ENTER NUMBER OF CHANGES DESIRED',/) 
IF(M2.LEtO) GO TO 6 
~JF~ITE: (10 v 44) 
44 FORMAT(6X, 'ENTER DATA NUMBER(S) WHICH ARE TO BE CHANGED',/) 
I,(:\. ::::1. 
4 1::' ... J ,1 ~:5 :::: M:.3 ( I\~ :I. ) 
46 K:I. = K:I. + :I. 
GD TO 4~:.i 
4'7 WF~ITE:' (Ie)' 4B) 
48 FDRMAT(/,6Xl"ENTER NEW NOMINAL PIPE DIAMETER',/) 
FU::(':)D (I N, ~n PN 










49 WRITE (IO~50) 
50 FORMAT(/,6X~'ENTER NEW SCHEDULE NO.',/) 
READ (INI1*) Nt> 
GO TO 46 
51 WRITE (10,52) 
52 FORMAT(/116X,1 / ENTER NEW OUTSIDE DIAMETER',/) 
F~E(.~D (IN,*) OD 
GO TO 46 
53 WRITE (10,54) 
54 FORMAT(/y6X, 'ENTER NEW PIPE LENGTH'y/) 
F~E(.:iD (INy*) XI._ 
GO TO 46 
55 WRITE (10,56) 
~:j t.) F 0 F~ M {:) T ( / , 6 X y 'E NT E F;~ NEW M D M. 0 FIN E: 1:< T I A I ~'/) 
1:;~E(.:iD (IN, *) XI 
GO TO 46 
57 WRITE (101158) 
58 FORMAT(/y6X,1'ENTER NEW YDUNG"S MODULUS'II/) 





GO TO 46 
WRITE (10,60) 
F () F~ M (.i T ( I \I 6 X \I I I::: N TEI:~ N E ~J vJ T. P E F~ UN I T LEN G T H", I ) 
1\[(.:)1) (INII*) P 
GO TO 46 
vJRITE (IO,c);!.) 
FORMATC/,6X,'ENTER NEW DYNAMIC FACTOR' III) 
GO TO 46 
63 WRITE (10,64) 
64 FORMATC/,6X,'ENTER NEW VALVE WEIGHT/lI/) 
F~EAD (IN~I*) vJ 
GD TO 46 
65 WRITE (10,66) 
66 F()F~MAT(/l1f.>X, 'ENTE}-;: NEvJ VALVE L.OCATION' 'II) 
I:~E('~D (IN~I*) Xl 















EP~) :::: () t O()()O:l. 
A:::: 0 t OO()O<;' 
1 B::::A+O t ()O~:j 
CALL FUN(XL,Xl,X2,A,AM,FA,AK1AyAK2A,DA) 
CALL FUN(XLYX1,X2¥B~AMYFBYAK1BYAK2B,DB) 
IF(CFA*FB)tLT.OtO) GO TO 2 
A::::B 
GD TO 1 
2 DD 4 1=:1.,15 
F'::::A+ (B····I~) 12 (00 
CALL FUN(XLvX1,X2,P,AM,FP,AK1P,AK2PyDP) 
IF(FP.EQ.O.OtOR.(B-A).LT.EPS) GO TO 5 
IF«FA*FF')tGT.O.O) GO TO 3 
B::::P 


















































~3UBI:~()l.JT I NE FUN ( Xl.. II X:I. y X2 y XLAMDA v AM!! F ,,('~I,\:l. y ('~1'\2 ') II) 
COrit1DN 1< 
[I :::: :I. <- O+CDSH (Xl..AMDA*XI...) *COB (XI...('~MD(':)*XI...) 





~:) I N (XI ... AMDA*XI...) 
(11'<:.::: :::; conH e Xl..AMDA*X2) *COBH (XI...(,~l"iDA*XI...) + 
COS(XLAMDA*X2)*COSHeXLAMDA*XI...)+COSHeXLAMDA*X2)* 
COS(XLAMDA*XL)+coseXLAMDA*X2)*COS(XI...AMDA*XL)-
~) I NH ( XL (:If ... ·iD(:~*X 2) * E> I NH ( Xl..(.:·I[V·iD(.~*><1... ) .... B I N ( XI...(.:111D(.:1*X2 ) * 
B I NH ( ><1... (:If''iD(':) *>~~I... ) + ~:) I N H ( XI... (.~1~1 Df.'i* X2 ) *8 I N ( XI...{:1MDA *XL. ) + 
SIN(XLAMDA*X2)*SIN(XLAMDA*XL) 
C:I. = AK1*(COSH(XLAMDA*Xl)-COS(XLAMDA*X:l.» 
[2 = AK2*(SINH(XI...AMDA*Xl)-SINeXLAMDA*Xl» 
F = 4.0 + AM*«C:I.*XLAMDA+C2*XLAMDA)/D) 
II :::; SIN ( XI...AMDA*Xl..) *COSH ( XL..(.:\MDA*XL) .... 
SINH(XLAMDA*XL)*coSeXI...AMDA*XL) 
AKl = -SINH(XLAMDA*X2)*COSH(XLAMDA*XL) +SINH(XLAMDA*X2)* 
CD~:) (XL('~MD('~*XI...) +~:) I N (XI...{:lr-iDA*X::?) *CDSH ( ><I...AMDA*XL) ._. SIN (XLAMDA*X2) * 
COS(XLAMDA*XI...) +COSH(XLAMDA*X2)*SINH(XLAMDA*XL) -CDSH(XLAMDA*X2)* 
SIN(XLAMDA*XL) -CDSeXI...AMDA%X2)*SINH(XI...AMDA*XL) +COS(XI...AMDA*X2)* 
SIN (Xl..(.:lMDA*XI...) 
AK2 = -COSH(XI...AMDA*X2)*SINeXLAMDA*XI...) +COS(XLAMDA*X2)* 
B IN ( X I... () riD {:1* XI... ) -·con H ( XI...I~MD{:1*X2) *S I NH (XI ... AMD('~*XI...) +CD~3 ( Xl.,(.iMDA*X2) * 
SINH(XI...AMDA*XI...) +SINH(XI...AMDA*X2)*COS(XLAMDA*XI...) -SIN(XLAMDA*X2)* 
COS(XLAMDA*XL)+ SINH(XI...AMDA*X2)*CDSH(XLAMDA*XL) -SINeXLAMDA*X2)* 
C()~)H (XI...AI"iD('~*XL.) 
C:I. = AK1*<SIN(XLAMDA*Xl) + SINH(XLAMDA*Xl» 
C2 = AK2*<SINH(XlAMDA*Xl) - SINCXLAMDA*Xl» 
F = AM*XI...AMDA*«Cl+C2)/D) -4<-0 
GO TD ~5 
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AK1 = SINH(XLAMDA*X2)*COSH(XLAMDA*XL) -
SIN(XLAMDA*X2)*COSH(XLAMDA*XL) - SINH(XLAMDA*X2)*COSeXLAMDA*XL) 
+ SIN(XLAMDA*X2)*COS(XLAMDA*XL) - COSH(XLAMDA*X2)*SINH(XLAMDA*XL) 
+ COS(XLAMDA*X2)*SINH(XLAMDA*XL) + COSH(XLAMDA*X2)*SINeXLAMDA*XL) 
- COS(XLAMDA*X2)*SIN(XLAMDA*XL) 
AK2 = COSH(XLAMDA*X2)*COSH(XLAMDA*XL) -
COSH(XLAMDA*X2)*COS(XLAMDA*XL) - COSeXLAMDA*X2)*COSH(XLAMDA%XL) 
+ COS(XLAMDA*X2)*COS(XLAMDA*XL) - SINH(XLAMDA*X2)*SINHeXLAMDA*XL) 
+ SIN(XLAMDA*X2)*SINHeXLAMDA*XL) - SINHeXLAMDA*X2)*SINeXLAMDA*XL) 
+ SIN(XLAMDA*X2)*SIN(XLAMDA*XL) 
C1 = AK1*<COSH(XLAMDA*Xl) - COS(XLAMDA*Xl» 
C2 = AK2*(SINH(XLAMDA*Xl) - SIN(XLAMDA*Xl» 
F = 4.0 + AM*«Cl*XLAMDA + C2*XLAMDA)!CD» 
GO TO 5 
D = SINH(XLAMDA*XL)*SIN(XLAMDA*XL) 
AKl = SINH(XLAMDA*X2)*SIN(XLAMDA*XL) 
- SIN(XLAMDA*X2)*SINH(XLAMDA*XL) 
AK2 = SINH(XLAMDA*X2)*SINeXLAMDA*XL) 
+ SINeXLAMDA*X2>*SINH(XLAMDA*XL) 
F ~ 2.0 + AM*XLAMDA * «SINH(XLAMDA*X2)*SINH(XLAMDA*Xl)/ 














x::::() ~ () 
DE::I...T(.~)::::Xl/100 {. 0 
It D :I. I =:::/. Y :J. 0 () 
XNE~J::::X + DELTA 
IF(X~GT~XL) GO TO 3 
CALL UNIT(XNEW,X:/.,UY2) 
Y 2 =:: Y ( A 1<:1. y ~~ 1< 2 v It l' X I... A l'1 II A !I X NEW l' X 1 y U Y 2 ) 
CALL UNIT(X,Xl,UY:I.) 
Yl=Y(AKlvAK2yD,XLAMDA,X,Xl,UY1) 
IF«Y2-Yl).LT.O.O) GO TO 2 
X::;;XNE~J 
:1. CONT I j···lUE 








SUBF~()UT I NE MAXS:r G ( AI( t y AI<::.~ 9 D y XI...~it1DA y XL ~ Xl y S1 GMAX v XSMAX) 
C 







")! .... , 
X:::O (. () 
DEl..TA:::XL../:I.OO + () 
ItD:1. 1:::::1.,:1.00 
X N E ~,1 :::: X + DE: 1... T A 





IF«SIG2-SIG1).LT.OoO) GO TO 2 
X::::XNEvJ 
CDNTINUE 
S J GM,:~:y.~ :::: S I G:I. 








C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE UNIT FUNCTION 
C 
C 
IF(ARGU-Xl.GE+O.O) GO TO 1 
U=O.O 
















1 Y = ABS(1.0/CD)* 
% (-AK1*eCOSHCXLAMDA*X)-COS(XLAMDA*X» - AK2* 
% (SINHeXLAMDA*X) - SIN(XLAMDA*X» 
% + U*2.0*<SINHeXLAMDA*(X-Xl»-SIN(XLAMDA* 
% (X~-Xl»») 
GD TD ~5 
2 Y = ABS( (AK1/D)*(SIN(XLAMDA*X)+SINH(XLAMDA%X» + 
;~; «(.~1<2/D) * ( SINH (XI...(.:lriD('~*X) .... f:) I N (XLtlI1DA*X» + 
% 2tO*U*CSINH(XLAMDA*(X-Xl»-SINeXLAMDA*(X-Xl») 
GO TO ~5 
3 Y = ABS( (-AK1*<COSH(XLAMDA*X)-COS(XLAMDA*X» - AK2* 
I;' (~3INH(XL.Ar1D{i*X) .... SINeXL(.:lMD(.:l*X» )/(1) 
% + 2.0*U*(SINHeXLAMDA*(X-Xl» 
% SIN(XL.AMDA*eX-Xl») 
4 Y = ABse (-AK1*(SINH(XLAMDA*X)+SIN(XLAMDA*X» - AK2* 
% (SINH(XLAMDA*X)-SIN(XLAMDA*X»)/(D) 
% + 2.0*U*(SINH(XLAMDA*(X-Xl» 















1 SIGMA = ABS(l~O/D 
% *(-AK1*(COSH(XLAMDA*X)+COS(XLAMDA*X» - AK2* 
% (~:~INH (XI...I~MD{~I*X) + ~)IN (XI...AMDA*X) ) 
:1.'; + 2v()*U*U:>INH(XL.AMDA*(X~··Xl) )+SIN(XI...Af'iDf~*(X"~X:l»») 
GO TO 5 
2 SIGMA = ABSe (AK1!D)*(-SIN(XI...AMDA*X) + SINH(XLAMDA*X» + 
% (AK2/D)*(SINHeXLAMDA*X) + SIN(XLAMDA*X» 
% + 2.0*U*(SINHeXLAMDA*<X-Xl» + SIN(XL.AMDA*(X-Xl»» 
(j () T () ~:) 




% (BINH (Xl..(.lMD{-)*X) fUll"'l (XI...{:II'lD(.~*X) ) ) / ([I) 
~{. + 2 (. O*U* (~> I NH (XI...At'iDA* (X·· .. X:1. » + 




(30 TO ~:5 
SIGMA = ABS( (-AK1*(SINHeXLAMDA*X)-SIN(XLAMDA*X» 
- AK2*(SINH(XI...AMDA*X)+SINeXLAMDA*X»)!([I) 
+ 2tO*U*(SINH(XLAMDA*(X-Xl» 




APPENDIX - D 
SAMPLE RUN OF FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR SPANS WITH A CONCENTRATED LOAD (VALVE) 
84
@rl..l 
**FASTFOR (CONVERSATIONAL VER 10)** 
*1 
Dl - NOMINAL PIPE DIAMETER, INCHES 
D2 - SCHEDULE NO. 
D3 - OUTSIDE DIAMETER~ INCHES 
D4 .... LENGTH OF THE PIPEy FEET 
D5 - MOMENT OF INERTIA, (INCHES)**4 
1)6 - YOUNG H B MDDULUS, (I...BS/~)OUI~H[ INCHEB) 
D7 - WEIGHT PER UNIT LENGTHy (LES/FTt) 
DB KK DYNAMIC L()('~DINC-! F('~CTDI:~, (NDN .. ··DIMEN~:)IDN(ll...) 
D9 - WEIGHT OF VALVE, (LES.) 
Dl0 - LOCATION OF VALVE (FROM L.H.S.)~ (FT.) 
ENTER THE CASE NUMBEH 
CANTILEVER~ ENTER 1 
SIMPLE-FIXED, ENTER 2 
FIXEDK··FIXED, ENTEF~ 3 
SIMPL.Y SUPPOI~:TED y ENTEh: 4 
*** CANTILEVER WITH VALVE *** 
WT. OF VALVE=20.00 LBS. VALVE LOCA1ION= 1.50 FT. 
NOMINAL PIPE DIAMETER - 1.000 










0+ :1. 4~::j() 
SCHEDULE NO. = 40 
Mf:IXIMUM BTF;:E:Sb 
(PBI) 
AMPLITUDE(MAXIMUM DEFLECTION) f~T X:::: 4.(10 FT. 
MAXIMUM STRESS AT X= 0.00 FT. 
REPEAT CAL.CULATION?y YES=ly NO=O 
85 
%1 
SAME DATA WITH DIFFERENT CASE?, YES =1, NO=O 
ENTEF~ THE CA~)[ NUMBEF~ 
CANTILEVER, ENTER 1 
SIMPLE-FIXED, ENTER 2 
FIXED-FIXED,.. ENTER 3 
S I /1 PI ... Y SUP P () F;~ TED,.. EN T E I~~ 4 
** SIMPLEMMFIXED WITH V(.lI...VE ** 
WT. OF VALVE=20.OO LBS. ~)(.:lI...VE LDC(.~lTION:::: t. 50 FT ~ 
NOMINAL PIPE DIAMETER - 1.000 





24. B j. 64~:.:; 
('~MPI...ITUDE 
( I NCHE~:) 
0.0:1.74 
SCHEDULE NO. = 40 
Mt,X I MLJt'i STI:~EB~:) 
(PSI) 
AMPI...ITUDE(MAXIMUM DEFL.ECTIDN) AT X:::: :I..B\1) FT. 
MAXIMUM STRESS AT X= 1.52 FT. 
REPEAT CALCULATION?, YES=:!.? NO=O 
SAME DATA WITH DIFFERENT CASE?, YES =:\., NO=O 
ENTER THE CABE NUMBER 
CANTILEVER, ENTER 1 
SIMPLE-FIXED, ENTER 2 
FIXED-FIXED, ENTER 3 
SIMPLY SUPPORTED,.. ENTER 4 
86 
** FIXED - FIXED WITH VALVE ** 
WT. OF VALVE=20.00 LES. VALVE LOCATION= 1.50 FT. 
NOMINAL PIPE DIAMETER - 1.000 













AMPLITUDE(MAXIMUM DEFLECTION) AT X= 2~11 FT. 
MAXIMUM STRESS AT X= 0.00 FT. 
REPEAT CALCULATION?, YES=l, NO=O 
SAME DATA WITH DIFFERENT CASE?, YES =1, NO=O 
ENTER THE CASE NUMBER 
CANTILEVER, ENTER 1 
SIMPLE-FIXED, ENTER 2 
FIXED-FIXEDy ENTER 3 
SIMPLY SUPPORTED, ENTER 4 
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WTo OF VALVE=20.00 LBS. v {~ 1... {) E I... D C (.:) TID N :;;: :1. {. ~5 0 F T t 
NOM I N A I... P IF:' E D I t,!'1 F T E F~ .... :1. (. 000 ~:)CHEOUI...F ND. :::: 40 




F F: E: I] U E:: N C Y 
(CPS) 
(:~ ~"i F' I... I T U II E 
( INCHE::» 
11,{1 X I r'1 U f'1 ~:; T I:~ E ~::; ~:) 
(pnI) 
AMPLITUDECMAXIMUM DEFLECTION) AT X= 2.25 FT. 
MAXIMUM STRESS AT X= 1052 FT. 
F: I::: F' E (:, T C {ll... C U l... {:l T I Cl N '1)!J YEn :::::1. y N D :::: 0 
SAME DATA WITH DIFFERENT CASE?, YES =1, NO=O 
:11: :l. N () rl I j"'! () I... II 1 !{;1rjETEF;.: ........ :11: "') ./o"u BCHEDU\...[ NDy 
:11: '"x \ . .' .... DU"fB I DE II I ('~1·1ETEF~ \. ;11: 4 . ... I::'IPE I. .. ENGTH 
:11: ~5 .... f'iDI"j(, OF IN[F~TI~~ \. :11: 6 . .... YOUNG 1/ ~:) MD. 
:11: "i' .... ~.JT •. /I...FNDTH \. :1/: B DYN(ir,iIC FACTDI:( 
://: 9 .... I)J[ I C'JHT OF I . ) l:11... ty' E \. :11: :1.0 . ... ~)(.:ll...l')E I...DCt1TION 
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ENTER NEW VALVE LOCATION 
ENTER THE CASE NUMBER 
CANTILEVER, ENTER 1 
SIMPLE-FIXED~ ENTER 2 
FIXED-FIXED, ENTER 3 
S IMP l_ Y SUP P () F~ T E II ~ EN T E F;~ 4 
*** CANTILEVER WITH VALVE *** 
WT~ OF VALVE=20.00 LBS. '){)I...l.;'[ I ... DCATIDN:::: 2.00 FT + 
NOMINAL PIPE DIAMETER - 1.000 





(.:111F'L I TUDE 
( INCHEt» 
SCHEDULE NO. = 40 
MI~X I MUt-1 STI;:r~:B~:) 
( p ~:) I ) 
AMPLITUDE(MAXIMUM DEFLECTION) AT X:= :5.~50 FT. 
MAXIMUM STRESS AT X= 0.00 FT. 
F~EPEt-IT C{)I...ClJl...(':) T I DNT \I YES:::::1. >' ND::::O 
SAME DATA WITH DIFFERENT CASE?, YES =1y NO=O 
ENTER THE CASE NUMBER 
CANTILEVER, ENTER 1 
SIMPI...E-FIXED~ ENTER 2 
FIXED-FIXED, ENTER 3 
SIMPLY SUPPORTED, ENTER 4 
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** SIMPLE-FIXED WITH VALVE ** 
WT. OF VALVE=20.00 LES. VALVE LOCATION= 2.00 FT. 
NOMINAL PIPE DIAMETER - 1.000 













AMPLITUDECMAXIMUM DEFLECTION) AT X= 1.61 FT. 
MAXIMUM STRESS AT X= 1.99 FT. 
r~E:'PE('~T CAl..CLJI...AT I DNT!' Y[S:::::I. II NO::::O 
SAME DATA WITH DIFFERENT CASE?, YES =1, NO=O 
ENTER THE CASE NUMBER 
CANTILEVERy ENTER :I. 
SIMPLE-FIXEDy ENTER 2 
FIXED-FIXED, ENTER 3 
SIMPLY SUPPORTED, ENTER 4 
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** FIXED - FIXED WITH VALVE ** 
WT~ OF VALVE=20.00 LES. VALVE LOCATION= 2.00 FTt 
NOMINAL PIPE DIAMETER - 1+000 
DYNAMIC FACTOR= 1.00 
LENGTH 
(FEET) 
:~ + 5000 
FF~EOUENCY 
( CP~:» 
(')MPl. I TUDE 
(INCHES) 
O.()()2B 
SCHEDULE NO. = 40 
t1(':)X I i-1UM BTI:~ESt) 
(PBI) 
AMPLITUDECMAXIMUM DEFLECTION) AT X= 1.85 FT. 
MAXIMUM STRESS AT x- 0.00 FT~ 
REPEAT CALCULATION?, YES=l, NO=O 
SAME DATA WITH DIFFERENT CASE?, YES =1, NO=O 
ENTER THE CASE NUMBER 
CANTILEVER, ENTER 1 
SIMPLE-FIXED~ ENTEF;~ 2 
FIXED-FIXED, ENTER 3 
SIMPLY SUPPDF:':TE::D II ENTEF( 4 
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495. 
*** SIMPLY SUPPORTED WITH VALVE *** 
WT. OF VALVE=20.00 LBS~ VALVE LOCATION= 2.00 FT. 
NOMINAL PIPE DIAMETER - 1.000 








SCHEDULE NO. = 40 
MAXI MUM BTF~E~:)B 
(PSI) 
17D7.732 
AMPl..ITUDE(MAXIMUM DEFLECTION) AT x:::: 1.B2 FT. 
MAXIMUM STRESS AT X= 1.99 FT. 
F~EPE(')T CALCUL.?~TIc)N··!i ~' Y[8::::1, ND::::() 
92 
CHAPTER XII 
APPENDIX - E 




I .. , 
c 
P h: D C F: (I r/I T [) Ci E j'..) [ r: (\ T [: D (:'1 l I;:j F 0 F~ C: U F: ' .... 1 [: ~:) F 0 F;; C ti i\! TIL. E t.} E F~ 
F' I P 1 I\! Ci vJ 1 THe C) N ::::: [: N T F~ {\ T [: D 1... U (i II 
F::l. :::: 0;. CO 
II U :L 0 () 0 "'.1 :;:: :I. I' I? 
F::. :I. :::: F;::I. .. \. 0 ~ :I. 
F;:::.:: :::: :I. .:.0 .... F::I. 
~,J r:.: I T L ( :'.:: y ~::i ) 
F D F;~ Ivi (:1 T ( :5 >:~ !i ,. C ti i"·i TIL.. [: I.) [ F: "J I T H t) j::·11... I·v] E i !J / ,/ ) 
l.o"! r·.: I T E ( ::~ !J t·) F: :1. 
r: U F\ ~"'i ~:'I T ( ~5 ><!) i I.) f'-I L.. I .. ) [: I... CJ C (I T L D I~I T X:::: i !! F ~:j .. :3}, l * I... E: f) G T H .. ' ~: / ) 
b F n ;-;~ n 1:\ T ( II ::< !' " F~ PI TID F::1. .' !i 2 X ~' ." F (\ C T D F;~ )) :1. ...!} 
~~;; :';) >< !: l b T h: [ ~:) ~:~ F;~ tl 'r I D" ) 
l;J r~: I T E: ( ::.::: !.' .:? ) 
I:;~ :::: () ~ 0 
1:1 0 :t 0 0 I::;::1. y :I. 0 
r;~ :::: h: + 0..:1. 
C (:i I... L. 1... (I f'J II t'l ( R !J F~:I. ¥ F;: 2 y r:: l... )' C Cl t·! 3 T :I. !J C () N ~::. T 2 !.' C C) I'--! 3 T::5 ) 
C (:1 t..1... ,"1 (:1/. "'j' ( CD I',! b T :1. l' C CJ r.,! ~3 T ::;.:: !I C U N H T :.;) ~' B L. ~ F;~:\' y '( t-'i t! X Y X () C ) 
C (:'j L I... t"'j PI :~< ::::; I U ( C D I--.! ::;; T :I. y C D j"'! :;3 '1' 2 ~' C U N ~:~ T:3 y B L. !J F;~:I. y ~) IG t·i !~I X > 
RATIO = SIGMAX/YMAX 
~.J F;~ I T L ( ::,;: !.' :1. 0 ) r;~ ~' f·: I... !J F: (i T I () 
:1.00 COj'--~rINI..J[ 












n ( E: 1...) :::; :I. {. () .-: .. C us H ( E: L. ) ;{:: COS ( B 1... ) 
tl/'':': :I. ( r: I... > :::: ;:;; 1 (~H ( .r: l... * r;~ ::~~ ) :f C [I ~;) H ( r: I... ) 
:.~.;: .{ ~:) I (·.1 ( r·: I... * ::~ ~:.:~ ) >:< CUb H ( B I... ) + :;;;; I r"'! H ( r: L. * F:? ) * 
;~;': C: 0 ':3 ( I.: L. ) + ~3 :I: i"'~ ( r: I... * F: ::.:.:: ) ::~:: C c ~:) ( .r·: I... ) .... C D ~3 H ( B L. * 
:.:.;: f..: ;.:,:: ) * ~:) I (~H ( .f: I... ) .... c CJ ~3 ( B L. * F::? ) *: ~;; I N H ( I·: I... ) .... 
::;: c CI ~::; H ( r: 1... ::::: F: :,:~ ) }:{ U 1 N ( :0 I... ) .... C C) S ( B I... * F~ ~:.~ ) * 
(i I':·. ~? ( L: I...) :::: C D ~:; H ( E: l... * Fi: 2 ) ::l{ C (] ~3 H ( F: 1... ) + 
;:.;.; C CJ ~3 ( I: I... ::}:: F~ 2 ) >1< C U ~;:; H ( D l... ) .. : .. C Cl :3 H (" r: L. * F;;:::: ) * 
~;: c· D ~::; ( 13 I... ) + C CJ ~:; ( B I... * F~ ::.:: ) >:~ c D ~:::; ( :C: L :> .... 
:'~';': ~::; I N H ( L: I... ::}:: n :::.:: ) ::.:{ :;::; I N H ( I: l... ) .... !::) I N ( B I... ){-:: r;~ ~:.~ ) * 
:X; f) I (.1 H < B I... ) .}. :::) I N H ( D I... ;{~ F~::? ) *:3 I r"'! ( B L. ) .}. 
:;.;~ ~:~ I N ( L: I... * F;~ :~:.: ) * ~::; I r"'~ ( I{ I... ) 
C :I. ( B 1...) :::: (i 1<:1. ( D I... ) * ( CD:::; H ( D I... * F~:I. ) .... C D ~::; ( B I... ::I~ F;::I. ) ) 
C 2 ( L: 1...) :::: I~II{ ~.:.~ ( E: I... ) * ( ~:; I (! H ( D L.. * 1::::1. ) .... ~::; I N ( B I... * r;~:I. ) ) 
F ( D/...) :::: -4 t 0 + r;: * « C :1. ( B I... ) ;]< E~ I... + C 2 ( B L.. ) * B L. ) / 
:.:::D ( r:L. ) ) 
C: ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... - ....................... . 
c:: F():::) :::: 0.:.0 I~:) THE F·l.JNCTICJN 
C {:" tl ,..~ D r: tl F~~ E THE I... I ('1 ITS l;J I T H I N vJ HIe H THE F' r;: 0 G Fl: I~ r··1 S E: (:1 Fi: C H E G THE 
C ~:::; 0 L. u'r ], C) N c) F THE [ U 1...1 t'l TID N!J F ( X) ::: 0 
C E F' f; :I. :3 T H [ P-I C C E F' ''1' t, B I... E T (J I... E F: I~ NeE 
C: .................................... -........................................................................................ _ ................................................................................................................... ,. 
E r:o ~::; :::: () ,. 0 0 () 0 :I. 
(1 :::: 0 .:. () 0 0 :I. () 
(:1::::[: 
GO TD (.00 
700 DO :1.00 1=1,15 
IF(FCP).EQ.O.OoOR.(B~A).LT.EPS) GO TO 200 
IF«FCA)*FCP».GT.O.O) GO TO 300 
D::::P 
GD TD :1.00 
:3 0 0 PI :::: F' 
100 CDNTINUE 
200 BI...::::P 
CON B T :I. .... FI/{:I. ( B I... ) 
CDN:3T2 .... (.1/·<::~ (B/...) 







... ( ( I::': (I) :::: tl :C': ~3 ( :I. ~ 0 / ( II ) * 
:~.;.; ( .... (': 10.: :I. * ( C D E; H ( E·: I... * F~ t·, ) .... C D ~:) ( E: l... * r;: i~~l ») .... ,~,l":~ 2 ~{.:: 
:~:. ( E; I (1 H ::: B L ::{~ F;.~ f::l) .... ~::; I j\.! ( B l.. * P (.:1) ) 
:;.;; .:. u >:;: :.:.:: .;. 0 }:{ ( E 1 r"'! H ( E: 1... * ( P j~':'1 .... F::I. ) ) .... B I ("-.! ( B I... * 
F: ('J :::: () ~. 0 
D F l... T t·\ :::: 0., ():L 
II C! :I. C: 0 I :::::1. ;.: 1 0 () 
:::: {i f··.! E (!J :::: r~ (:.\ "l' D [I... T (:'1 
I F ( r;·: ti .:. C:; T ~. :I. yO) G (] "I" D :1. 0 0 0 
CALL UNIT(RANEW,R:I.,U) 
Y ::::. :::; \' ( F~ ('J f··.! E ll . .1 } 
CPiL..L Ut··.! IT (F:t'I)' F: 1 p U) 
Y :I. :::: .. { ( F: (:'I > 
IF( (''{~.? .... \':I.) +I...T.;O"O) DO TO 200 
r;: (.:) :::: F\~ tl r"'! Ft·.,! 
:I. (} () C CJ i···J. 'r I N f...! [: 





, ... . 





I...I::::() .:. 0 
G(J TU 400 
?~ 0 () U :::::1. ~ 0 







::::; I C) ('i (I ( r:.: (:1) :::; {~I I·: ::::; ( :!. .:. 0 ... '" II 
:.~.;: *: ( .... (:'j ! .:.: :I. ~}:: ( C: C) f; H (. :C~ L. * r;: t·, ) .{. c C):;::; ( D I ... ;.:< r:: (" » .... (:) I',:.: 2 ~I:: 
:x: <:: ~::; I ( .. f 1·\ ( E·: L .. >::: h: (:1 ) .{. :3 I j\! (, I-:: I. .. *: F;~ (:'j ) ) 
:.:;.; .:.. ::.:.::.: () ::{: U:* ( ::;:; I r .... ! II ( {'.: L. }f~ ( F;: t·! .... F~ :1. ) ) + ~:) I I\! ( E: l... * ( F: (:'1 .... F;~ :!. ) ) ) ) ) 
F;: {, :::: () .;. () 
Ii L L. "r (; :::; () .;. 0 :l. 
:U U :!. 0 () I :::::1. !' :I. 0 () 
F: i~1 j\.! [: 1.1 . .1 :::: F: ('1 + II E I... T (:1 
I F ( F: I:':i .:. [j T .:. :I. .:. 0) CJ C) T 0 :I. 0 0 0 
CALl... UNIT(RANEW,Rl,U) 
SIG2~SIGMA(RANEW) 
C tj 1...1... 1...1 j\! I 'r ( F;: (:':j ;J I:~:I. y U ) 
~::; I C') :I. :::: G I U I'/j (:'j ( F~ tl ) 
IF( (:3IG? .... :::;;ID1) "L·r .0,,0) DO TD 200 
r;: (:':j :::: F: t, r··! I::: kl 
:I. O() CDj····.!')" I N t..lE 
200 SIGMAX~SIGMA(RA) 
:I. () 0 () h: E 'r U F: (.! 
[j\!D 
**FASTFOR (CONVERSATIONAL VER 10)**
CANTILEVER WITH VALVE
VALVE LOCATED AT 	 X=0.100*LENGTH
************ 	 ************
RATIO R 	 FACTOR Di 	 STRESS RATIO
************ 	 ************ 	 ************
0	 :1. 000000 :1.	 7 	 0	 :1. 0 0.0790985
0.2000000 1	 8 1:2 500 Is) 0 0.0791572
:300000:1. 1.0749480 0 0792135
0.4000001 1^8748890 0.0792783
0.500000 :1. 1 .87483 8O 0.0793357
0.600000 :1. 1^874787O 0.0793931
7000002 1 . 8747350 0.0794514
0. 1*(:3000002 1 . 8746770 0.0795150
0.9000002 1 . 8746250 0.0795742







FACTOR Di 	 STRESS RATIO
************ ************ ************
0 . 1000000 1.8743400 0.3202305
0 . 2000000 1.8735700 0.3221532




C: P I? D t) r:.: tl ('j T C: c:; L j .... l L r,·: (:1 T [: II (:, T (:1 F [) F: C U h: \.) [: :::;; F D F\: 
C b I ('1 F' l... E '" F' I :x: [: :U I..J j\! I F 0 F: j •••. 'j PIP I t··l C:; 
Ii (:'1 T ('j (J Ii :' )': J ~ E !} r" !1 :0 F ,./ :L " 0 ~' :I. .;. 0 !J :::s () ~ () L () (::0 ~' :I. !, 0 !J :1. ~ 0./ 
XL.:::::l. .:. (:0 
I.!,I F\: J 'r L (::.:.::!i ~;!. () ) 
D tJ :I. () 0 :I. :::; :I i' :::=:' {:' 
.;( l... :::: )::, L.. .-: .. 0 .:. if 
C:: t·\ I... l... l. .. (\ j".,'j D (,\ ( >< L. ~' >< I... (:':'\ jvj It (:\ ) 
(:1 I',:.: ::;; C: C) ~:::; ( >~ I... (~I r"j D (.\ :* ;:< I... ) .... i C D n H ( X I... (i flj D (:'1 ::+~ )< l... ) 
C: (:'1 L. l... I'-'i (i >< 'y' ( >~: 1... tl r,'i D ;:~'I !I )::.1. .. :; (:1 I'':': )' Y t·i ti X :1 >< L 0 c:: ) 
C (:'11... L. 1",'1 (, >< ~:::; I C:i ( >< I... (:\ j"/; D ti :-' >< I... y tl "i.: !.' ::3 J G ['"j (:'1 :x: ) 
F ;;;: ().;. () ',? ~.::.j ::::; ::t:: >< !... i:'~1 I"j :0 ('1 * ::}: ~.:':: ::t~ ~::; c.:! r~: T ( E ;{( X J /' P ) 
!,. • .J F~: 1 T [: (::.:.:: ;.: .,:::. ()) >< L.. li F!! (:'\!J ~:) "I' f~ E ~3 E 
:l. () () C: D j' ,! 'r I ("! U [: 
20 FDF;~h(:'iT (9)< y 'l...[j\.!GTH l !J A:;< y I FF:[(]!. COEFF I )' 4X y " ItEF ,. CDEFF I 94>< y 







c ~::;UBF:DUTIi\i[ FDF< FIND If···!Cj F:ODT OF FnUt'ITION B'{ BI~:)EC::TICiI···.! (:·II...GDF;~ITHI·"1 
c 
C: ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. -
C F ( ><) :::: 0 (. 0 I ~::; 'r H [ F U j\.! C "r lor····! 
C ('j (:, (·J:O :u t·, F: [: T H I::: I... I iii I T ~::; 1.; . .1:1. T H I I\! I.JJ H I C: H T H [: F' F;: D (J F: i::, j ..... j ~) E l:', F\: C HE:: E THE 
C ~::; (] I... u'r 1 CJ j""-.J CJ F 'r H E I::: U 1...1 (:, TID (.J~' F ( )::.) :::: () 
C EF't) :I: :;;;: THE:: (',CC[F'T ,::,1:-:I...[ TDL[F;.:t,i\~C[ 
(::: ............................................ ,.,' ............ "U' ................................ 0 ............................................... oo .............................. _ ................. 'U' ............... u ............... __ ......... .. 
c 
EP::::; :::: 0 + 0000:1. 
60() E':::::(',+o v OO~::j 
IF(F(,-::·i)*F(B)~I...T~O<.O) GO 'I'D ?OO 
GO 'rD 600 
700 DO 100 1=1,15 
F' :::: i~l .. :.. ( E: .... (:", ) / ::.~ ,. 0 
IF(F(P) ~EC.lvO{oO,.()F;:~ (B .... i:\) ~L.T,.[PS) DO TO 200 
IF«F«(:I)*F(P»~DT,.O<.() C)() TU 300 
B::::P 
DD TD :1.00 
~~;oo (':f::::P 
:1.00 CDNTINUE 








c ~:; u B F~ D U 'r I NET D ct·, Leu 1... I~' T F t"i f~1 X I r1 U jv, DE F LEe T I (] r·~ FUN C T J D N 
c 
y ( X) :::: ti )J E; ( D I r···J ( ;{ L ti ~'( D (i * X ) .... ,~) 1< * ( ~:) I N H ( >< L. (..1 t·; D () * X) ) ) 
}(::::O ,. () 
II E I... T f~J :::: ;( I... .. / :1. 00 .;. 0 
D () :l. () 0 I:::::l!i :1. () 0 
X;···~EI .... I::::X + DEL.T(·, 
IF (:x: ,. DT .;. ><1...) UO TD :I.()OO 
.. { :::.~ :::: '/ ( >=: r·.! [t..J ) 
'(:/.::::Y(X) 
IF(Y2-Yl).LT.O.O) GO TO 200 
X::::XNEI/ .. ! 
:1.00 COf"-.J·r I NUL 










D /::: L. T i~'1 :::: >< L. ,,/ :I. 0 0 ~ 0 
II U :l. 00 I:;:: :1. !I :1. 00 
>< (,~ E 1;..1 ;;;; >< + D [: I... T I~'I 
I ;::' ( >< " G T t >< 1...) G D T CJ :I. () 0 0 
:3 I (-) :1. :::: ~:) 1 G ,"'j (', ( )( ) 
IF(CIC-:i2····~3ID:I.)~LT<.()<.() CO TD ;.~OO 
>< :::: )( I' .. J [: lJJ 
:1. 00 CDr",IT I NUl::: 
200 SIGMAX=SIGMA(X) 
:L () () () F;: I::: T 1...1 F: N 
I:::t···.!D 
@RU
**FASTFOR (CONVERSATIONAL VER 10)**
SIMPLE-FIXED UNIFORM PIPING
LENGTH FREQ. 	 COEFF DEF.	 COEFF STRESS COEFF
2.0000 1589.7540 0.0000 1.757
2.4000 1103.9880 0.0000
2.530
2.8000 811.1003 0.0000 3.444




4.0000 397.4353 0.0001 7.028
4.4000 328.4609 0.0001 8.505
4.8000 276.0000 0.0002 10.121
5.2000 235.1698 0.0002 11.878
5.6000 202.7746 0.0003 13.776
6.0000 176.6378 0.0004 15.814
644000 155.2498 0.0005 17.993
6.8000 137.5207 0.0007 20.312
7.2000 122.6650 0.0008 22.772
7.6000 110.0935 0.0010 25.373
8.0000 99.3606 0.0013 28.115
8.4000 90.1206 0.0015 30.995
8.8000 82.1168 0.0019 34.019
9.2000 75.1300 0.0022 37.181
9.6000 68.9998 0.0026 40.484




TABLE FOR MAXIMUM STATIC DEFLECTION FORMULAE
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TABLE FOR MAXIMUM STATIC DEFLECTION [4]
Multiply by (12)
3 
to obtain deflections in inches
TABLE FOR MAXIMUM STATIC DEFLECTION [7]
Multiply by (12) 3 to obtain deflections in inches
CHAPTER XIV 
APPENDIX - G
SYMBOLS USED IN COMPUTER PROGRAMS
The following symbols are used in the computer programs presented
in this thesis for the various arbitrary constants and variables
appearing in the theory.
Symbol/Name used in 	 Variable/Constant
Computer Program 	 appearing in the theory
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Symbol/Name used in 	 Variable/Constant
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